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Select one of the words in the first group that means the opposite to one of
the words in the second group.

1.   (pleasant  shelf   loud)  (fast  quiet drift) 
A.    pleasant                   B.    shelf        C.    loud

X.    fast   Y.    quiet Z.    drift

2.   (mechanical   chronic   sporadic)  (diverge  humane  natural)
A.    mechanical                  B.    chronic        C.    sporadic

X.    diverge Y.    humane Z.    natural

3.   (show   about   grow)  (exactly  daft  guess)
A.    show                B.    about       C.    grow

X.    exactly   Y.    daft Z.    guess

4.   (present   sew   lawn)  (perfect  past  gift) 
A.    present                   B.    sew      C.    lawn

X.    perfect Y.    past Z.    gift

5.   (chair   recline   compliment)  (praise  call  associate) 
A.    chair                  B.    recline       C.    compliment

X.    blame   Y.    call Z.    associate

6.   (average   new   professional)  (silent  modern  amateur)  
A.    average                   B.    new        C.    professional

X.    silent Y.    modern Z.    amateur

7.   (intentional   casual   fatal)  (banal  meant  accidental)  
A.    intentional              B.    casual       C.    fatal

X.    banal   Y.    meant Z.    accidental

8.   (stand   sprint   reward)  (medal  punish  steal)  
A.    stand                   B.    sprint        C.    reward

X.    medal   Y.    punish Z.    steal
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9.   (plough   arise  irritate)  (shame  please  wander) 
A.    plough                   B.    arise        C.    irritate

X.    shame   Y.    please Z.    wander

10.   (climb   idle   fence)  (lazy  busy  sleep)  
A.    climb                 B.    idle        C.    fence

X.    lazy Y.    busy Z.    sleep


